Fire and Sword in the Sudan

If Slatin was looking for adventure as he
rode his camel into Sudans Darfur province
in 1881 he got it in spades when one of the
most spectacular wars of the 19th century
broke out. Under the leadership of their
leader known as the Mahdi, a vast native
army arose to throw off their Egyptian
overlords and cast out its foreign
governors. Suddenly what had seemed to
Slatin like a well-ordered military career in
a quiet back water became a savage
struggle of survival between natives and
foreigners. Slatin was captured and
enslaved. Gordon was surrounded at his
capital in Khartoum and beheaded.
England eventually arose in outrage and
sent out an army to retaliate. But it did not
arrive before the young Austrian had
undergone a series of adventures, survived
cruelties too numerous to mention and
escaped across the desert one step ahead of
his enraged captors. Fire and Sword in the
Sudan records the life story of one of the
19th centurys most gallant soldiers, a man
who after escaping from brutal slavery, was
awarded military honours by Queen
Victoria and returned to the Sudan to assist
the very people who had held him in
captivity. Amply illustrated, this timeless
account remains one of the most important
and captivating tales of the Sudan ever
written.
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